where

stories
become

Our story began in 1977 when four brothers opened the
first Turn ‘n Tender in Johannesburg.
Since then we’ve become known for our love of great
steak, excellent taste in wines ‘n our warm ‘n welcoming
atmosphere where customers become friends.
We are the place for all those special celebrations ‘n
everyday occasions, because here is where you create a
lifetime of memories over a meal.
The very heart of Turn ‘n Tender is the memories you make
with us ‘n the ones you leave us with. They all add up to one
great story: the stuff that legends are made of.
Turn ‘n Tender
Where stories become legends.

champagne 'n MCC
MÉTHODE CAP CLASSIQUE IS THE PROCESS NAME WHICH DESCRIBES
SPARKLING WINES MADE BY UNDERGOING A SECOND FERMENTATION,
JUST LIKE CHAMPAGNE FROM CHAMPAGNE IN FRANCE.

MÔRESON MISS MOLLY

[FRANSCHHOEK]
A fruit driven 100% Chardonnay. Bottle fermented
with a citrus nose ‘n a fine mousse all perfectly
complemented by the biscuity palate ‘n refreshing finish.

GLASS

127

BOTTLE

| 500

GRAHAM BECK BLISS DEMI-SEC
565
[ROBERTSON]			
Delightfully light with hints of butterscotch, honey ‘n
praline. This luscious bubbly will stimulate your sweeter
senses.

MOËT & CHANDON IMPÉRIAL BRUT

2 000

[CHAMPAGNE]
A unique style champagne distinguished by its
bright fruitiness, its seductive palate ‘n elegant maturity,
lightly nuanced gooseberry, pear ‘n apple.

MOËT & CHANDON IMPÉRIAL ROSÉ

2 100

[CHAMPAGNE]
Moët Impérial Rosé is spontaneous, radiant ‘n enticing,
a glamorous expression of the Moët & Chandon style.

GLASS



[STELLENBOSCH]
Green apple, freshly cut grass ‘n lime aromatics
interplay with punchy tropical fruit ‘n fresh figs.
Fresh ‘n vibrant, with a brisk acidity that makes for
a mouth-watering, dry finish.

95

BOTTLE

| 295

WATERKLOOF PEACOCK

345

PAUL CLUVER 

390

[STELLENBOSCH]
This Sauvignon Blanc is wild fermented with no added
yeasts. It has great complexity ‘n exudes hints of lime,
gooseberries ‘n mineral flavours on the nose.
Fresh acidity provides a long length on the palate.
[ELGIN]
The nose is clean ‘n fresh with expressive granadilla,
grapefruit, gooseberry ‘n blackcurrant characteristics.
These flavours follow through onto the palate which has
a lovely creamy texture.

CHARDONNAY
OFTEN EXHIBITING AROMAS OF APPLE, LEMON, PEACH OR TROPICAL
FRUIT, THIS IS A DELICATE YET FULL-BODIED ‘n RICH VARIETAL.

MOËT & CHANDON IMPÉRIAL NECTAR

2 145

[CHAMPAGNE]
Moët Nectar Impérial is a delicious expression of the
Moët & Chandon style, a burst of exotic fruits
complemented by the silky firmness of stone fruits.

FAT BASTARD

sauvignon blanc

				
MEDIUM-BODIED WITH TROPICAL FRUIT FLAVOURS, OFTEN HIGHLIGHTED
BY SMOKY OR GRASSY AROMAS, WITH A FRESH ‘n CRISP FEEL.

PORCUPINE RIDGE

KAAPZICHT

GLASS

80

BOTTLE

| 250

[WESTERN CAPE] 		
Fresh pungent aromas of tropical fruit, nettles ‘n notes of 			
green grass. Complex on the palate with minerality ‘n a
good balance between the fruit ‘n crisp natural acidity.



[ROBERTSON]
Balanced fresh citrus fruit ‘n rich melon character give
this wine a full, rounded palate that combines well with
the subtle creaminess ‘n nuttiness of gentile oak.

GLENELLY GLASS COLLECTION
UNWOODED 

[STELLENBOSCH]
This crisp wine has vibrant citrus flavours,
reminiscent of the Chablis style.

FOOTHILLS VINEYARDS

[STELLENBOSCH]
The perfume is a combination of stone fruit, preserved
naartjie ‘n hazelnuts, with a warm, ripe palate. The oak
giving good savoury length but allowing the fruit through
for a fresh citrus finish.

GLASS

| 395

GLASS

| 310

130

97

BOTTLE

BOTTLE

430

JORDAN NINE YARDS

1 250

[STELLENBOSCH]
A style characterised by refreshing linear acidity ‘n
mouth-filling fruit textures, with lime, citrus ‘n fragrant
oak spice.

THELEMA SUTHERLAND

500

[STELLENBOSCH]
Fresh citrus flavours combine brilliantly with toasty,
creamy oak. This wine shows surprising complexity
for such a young wine.

'n blends

BLENDS ARE CREATED TO PRODUCE NEW ‘n EXCITING FLAVOUR
CHARACTERISTICS NOT SEEN IN SINGLE VARIETALS.

[COASTAL REGION]
A crisp, expressive, light-bodied wine with fresh
stone fruit ‘n apple flavours, balanced acidity
‘n light minerality.



LONGRIDGE THE EMILY 
CHARDONNAY / PINOT NOIR

GLASS

90

BOTTLE

| 290

GLASS

115

BOTTLE

| 365

85

[WESTERN CAPE]
This charming, easy-drinking Moscato offers flavours
of peach, apricot, litchi ‘n orange blossom.
A lively jolt of acidity keeps it fresh ‘n fruity.

| 270

CRONIER SWEET WHITE 

245

SARAH'S CREEK SWEET RED 

220

[ROBERTSON]
A delicious sweet red wine with an essence of summer
berries ‘n spice on the nose. The palate is fresh ‘n well
balanced with a smooth finish.

' 'n blanc de noir
rose
ROBERTSON NATURAL SWEET ROSÉ



[ROBERTSON]
Deep coral colour packed with delicious sweet berry
flavours.

KEN FORRESTER PETIT

sweet wine




[WESTERN CAPE]
A lighter style than your typical Shiraz, this fresh, fruity,
semi-sweet wine displays aromas ‘n flavours of ripe, juicy
berries with dark chocolate undertones. The perfect
balance between sweetness ‘n acidity.

BOTTLE

ITS COLOUR, FROM THE SKIN OF RED GRAPES, RANGES FROM
PALE TO VIVID NEAR-PURPLE ‘n IS USUALLY CRISP, DRY ‘n REFRESHING.

[HELDERBERG MOUNTAIN]
A fresh wine with a lovely hue, bursting with aromas
of ripe guava, pineapple, kiwi, green apple ‘n a hint of
strawberry, ending with a well-balanced acidity ‘n a
lingering finish.

JAM JAR SWEET WHITE

JAM JAR SWEET RED

[COASTAL REGION PERDEBERG]
A crisp ‘n clean natural sweet wine with a perfect fruit
‘n acid balance.

white varietals

MAN FAMILY WINES CHENIN BLANC

GLASS



[STELLENBOSCH]
This very elegant bright salmon–pink Rosé overwhelms
the nose with aromas of freshly picked strawberries,
rose petal ‘n cherry flavours.
GLASS

85

| 270

BOTTLE

JORDAN CHAMELEON 

[STELLENBOSCH]
A dry classic French Blanc de Noir style made from a
free-run juice blend of Shiraz ‘n Merlot. It has fruit flavours
of strawberry coulis ‘n dried cranberries with
delicate spiciness.

GLASS

65

82

BOTTLE

| 195

| 260

290

merlot
WITH A ROUND TEXTURE, MERLOT IS A SOFT VARIETAL,
TYPICALLY WITH AROMAS OF BLACK CHERRY ‘n PLUM.

GLENELLY GLASS COLLECTION



[STELLENBOSCH]
It displays dark fruit aromas ‘n spicy plums with touches
of spearmint on the edge. This Merlot shows tremendous
concentration, richness ‘n generous fruit on the palate with
fine but well-structured ‘n balanced tannins to embrace it all.

CRONIER

GLASS

120

GLASS



[COASTAL REGION PERDEBERG]
A rich, concentrated wine with hints of rich oak ‘n soft
spices, backed by notes of plum ‘n cherry.

82

| 380

BOTTLE

| 260

BOTTLE

JORDAN BLACK MAGIC

695

FAT BASTARD

550

KAAPZICHT

670

[STELLENBOSCH]
Aromas of red plums ‘n dark bitter chocolate.
French oak maturation seasons the wine to accentuate
the seductive flavours ‘n generous velvety tannins.
[ROBERTSON]
Deep ruby colour. Offers aromas of ripe berries leading
to a juicy palate of summer fruits ‘n black cherry with soft,
rounded tannins to finish.
[STELLENBOSCH]
A deep core of black fruit, grilled herbs ‘n liquorice
combined with savoury elements of soy ‘n black olives.
Fine, dry tannins. A serious, full-bodied expression of cultivar.

A 1920s CROSS BETWEEN PINOT NOIR ‘n CINSAUT, MADE IN A RANGE
OF STYLES FROM SIMPLY FRUITY TO AMBITIOUS ‘n WELL-OAKED.

PAINTED WOLF THE DEN



525

KAAPZICHT

650

RICKETY BRIDGE

420

[ROBERTSON]
Aromas of baked plum ‘n a hint of coffee-mocha,
chocolate ‘n plum pudding flavours. These are balanced by
ripe tannins ‘n a lingering finish.
[STELLENBOSCH]
Forward wild fruit, prune ‘n youngberry with toasted
cedar, vanilla ‘n gun smoke. The palate starts out racy, with
a red fruited bright core ‘n firm tannins, developing further
complexity of sour cherry, cola, green olives ‘n smoke.
[COASTAL REGION]
Flavours of blackberry ‘n blueberry in the background
while the light oaking accentuates flavours of plums
‘n dark chocolate.

pinot noir
A PROFOUND VARIETAL WITH GREAT COMPLEXITY, FINESSE ‘n A SILKY ‘n
SEDUCTIVE MOUTHFEEL. EXPECT RED FRUIT, BLACK FRUIT ‘n TRUFFLE AROMAS.

FIRST SIGHTING

420

IONA MR P

525

[CAPE AGULHAS]
This complex wine exudes a classic elegance with ripe
cherry fruit flavours ‘n a fragrant spiciness complemented
by ripe tannins ‘n a long finish.

pinotage

[SWARTLAND]
Medium-to full-bodied with a smorgasbord of red ‘n
black summer berries, savoury spice ‘n toasty wood
flavours, leading to a nicely poised finish.

FAT BASTARD 

GLASS

87

BOTTLE

| 275

[ELGIN]
Elegant, fresh cherry ‘n red berry nose with undergrowth
melange. The palate is pure with a lovely texture ‘n
sweet cherry fruit that dominates, with spicy undertones.

cabernet

shiraz

sauvignon

A BIG ‘n DEEP VARIETAL WITH A VELVETY FINESSE TEXTURE.
ITS COMPLEXITIES INCLUDE EVERYTHING FROM THE EARTHY TO THE FLORAL.

MAN FAMILY WINES

GLASS



[COASTAL REGION]
Aromas of plum ‘n red berries on the nose.
Fragrant violets with a savoury gamey edge on the palate.
Rich ‘n robust with soft tannins.

GLENELLY GLASS COLLECTION



[STELLENBOSCH]
Peppery roasted nuts ‘n an elegant spice quality in this
red with dense tannins ‘n structure.

FOOTHILLS VINEYARDS

[STELLENBOSCH]
A complex wine with tobacco leaf ‘n maraschino
cherry richness, with flavours of white pepper ‘n a
touch of fynbos. Typically dusty ‘n earthy, it is more
Old World than fruit-driven New World.

PAINTED WOLF THE DEN

[SWARTLAND]
Medium-to full-bodied with spicy black cherry ‘n black berry
fruit, chewy savoury mid palate ‘n evident wood flavours.

CONSTITUTION ROAD

[ROBERTSON]
Intense aromas of ripe blackberry with seductive, spicy
black pepper. The palate offers an abundance of mulberry
‘n dark fruits leading to an endless savoury conclusion.
Supple, fine-grained tannins from French oak maturation
leave a velvety finish.

90

GLASS

120

CONSIDERED ONE OF THE WORLD’S ‘NOBLE’ REDS, IT TENDS TO BE
FULL-BODIED WITH AROMAS OF CASSIS, BLACKBERRY ‘n TOBACCO.

| 290

MAN FAMILY WINES

| 380

GLENELLY GLASS COLLECTION

BOTTLE

BOTTLE

460

315

900



[COASTAL REGION]
Aromas of mint ‘n pencil shavings, cigar box ‘n
dark cherries, followed by cassis ‘n red currant
fruit flavours on the palate. Ends with silky tannins
‘n a long finish.



[STELLENBOSCH]
It develops a very complex nose with flavours of cassis,
blackcurrant, cherry, a touch of spices and perfume.
The wine has a good tannin structure, perfect balance ‘n
length, with flavours of cedar, dried cherry ‘n blackcurrant
on the palate.

GLASS

| 290

GLASS

| 380

90

120

BOTTLE

BOTTLE

CEDERBERG

660

KAAPZICHT RESERVE

700

WARWICK FIRST LADY

400

FAT BASTARD

525

[CEDERBERG MOUNTAINS]
High altitude Cabernet vineyards that have a longer
ripening period give rise to this phenomenal wine.
Loads of blackcurrants with cedar wood undertones
on the nose with a hint of smokiness ‘n tobacco leaf,
create a complex wine.
[STELLENBOSCH]
Deep ruby with saturated, opaque centre. Abundance of
blackcurrant, fynbos ‘n fennel with inky succulence ‘n firm,
well-managed tannins. Rich fruit is beautifully balance
with integrated oak flavours lending depth ‘n complexity.
[WESTERN CAPE]
Nose reveals lots of berries ‘n sweet blackcurrant,
complemented by a sweet vanilla ‘n chocolate oak
background. Smooth, ripe, round tannins.
[ROBERTSON]
Intense aromas of blackcurrant ‘n brambly wild fruit lead to
rich flavours of ripe cassis ‘n chocolate. Balanced tannins ‘n
acidity ensure a well-defined structure ‘n an elegant finish.

red blends
'n varietals

cocktails
COLOURFUL CREATIONS BURSTING WITH CLASSIC 'n EXOTIC FLAVOURS

BLENDS OFFER GREAT COMPLEXITY BY ENHANCING THE FLAVOUR ‘n
CHARACTERISTICS OF EACH VARIETAL THAT GOES INTO CREATING IT.

BOEKENHOUTSKLOOF THE WOLFTRAP
[WESTERN CAPE]
Syrah, Mourvèdre ‘n Viognier. A spicy profile
with ripe black fruit, cherries ‘n hints of violets
from the Viognier.



CRONIER

[COASTAL REGION PERDEBERG]
A Merlot ‘n Cabernet Sauvignon blend with delightful
cherry overtones, intense colour ‘n the nose full of ripe
fruit with chocolate ‘n figgy overtones.

NEIL ELLIS AENIGMA RED

[ELGIN]
This is a Cabernet Sauvignon-driven blend
with Merlot ‘n Shiraz. It has aromas of plums ‘n berries with
some spice, which adds to the complexity of this wine.

THE CHOCOLATE BLOCK

[SWARTLAND]
Syrah, Grenache, Cabernet Sauvignon, Cinsaut ‘n Viognier.
Fruit blossom, spices ‘n almond flavours abound on a
well-textured palate with a rounded finish.

MEERLUST RUBICON

[STELLEBOSCH]
A blend of Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Cabernet Franc
‘n Petit Verdot. The palate is full-bodied, structured but
packed with fresh, dark fruit ‘n rounded linear tannins.

HARTENBERG

[STELLEBOSCH]
A blend of Cabernet Sauvignon ‘n Shiraz.
Vibrant red fruit, plums ‘n cassis aromas from the
Cabernet Sauvignon combined well with black pepper
undertones from the Shiraz. The palate is brimming with
crunchy fruit with soft tannins ‘n a velvety finish.

JORDAN COBBLERS HILL

[STELLEBOSCH]
Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot ‘n Cabernet Franc. The palate
is richly layered ‘n intriging with a variety of opulent
flavours which includes Sichuan pepper ‘n blackcurrant.

THAT MAKE THE TASTE BUDS TINGLE. THE PERFECT REFRESHMENT.
GLASS

85

| 270

BOTTLE

CAIPIRINHA

The national drink of Brazil. Bacardí® Carta Blanca rum
mixed with fresh muddled limes ‘n sugar syrup.

COSMOPOLITAN
260

340

900

1 850

450

1 425

This light ‘n fruity cocktail consists of Smirnoff vodka,
triple sec ‘n cranberry juice.

55

55

®

LONG ISLAND ICED TEA

70

MOJITO

55

STRAWBERRY DAIQUIRI

80

NEGRONI

85

THE WHISKY COCKTAIL

75

This potent yet alluring concoction is a mix of
5 white spirits: Gordon's® gin, Smirnoff® vodka,
Bacardí® Carta Blanca rum, Jose Cuervo® tequila ‘n
triple sec, topped with Coca-Cola®.

The Mojito was born in Havana, Cuba.
The customary ingredients are mint leaves ‘n
fresh lime, muddled in sugar syrup, mixed with
Bacardí® Carta Blanca rum ‘n poured over crushed ice.

This popular blended cocktail is perfect for cooling down
on a hot day. Bacardí® Carta Blanca rum mixed with
strawberry liqueur ‘n a dash of lime.

Equal parts Gordon's® gin, sweet Vermouth ‘n Campari®.
Bitter complexity, yet remarkably charming ‘n
straight forward.

A Scottish twist on the Moscow Mule. Glenlivet Founders
Reserve® single malt whisky shaken with sugar syrup ‘n
Stoney® ginger beer. Garnished with fresh lemon
slices ‘n mint.

ENJOY RESPONSIBLY. NOT FOR SALE TO
PERSONS UNDER THE AGE OF 18.

APEROL SPRITZ

Clean, crisp ‘n refreshing flavours of Aperol combined
with Miss Molly MCC ‘n topped with Schweppes® soda.

100

®

MARGARITA

This refreshing mix of José Cuervo tequila, Butlers triple
sec ‘n lime cordial is one of the most popular drinks
in North America. There are many ways to enjoy this
cocktail: neat, on the rocks or blended with ice.
®

80

®

ROOM WITH A VIEW

80

SUMMER SPLASH

75

This fragrant rose-flavoured cocktail is made with
Smirnoff® vodka shaken cold, rose syrup ‘n fresh
cranberry juice, splashed with Schweppes® lemonade
‘n served in a tall glass.

Bombay Sapphire® Gin served with elderflower
tonic water ‘n garnished with a cucumber ribbon ‘n
a lemon wheel.

THE MODERN GREYHOUND

A tangy twist of Belvedere vodka, Aperol ‘n fresh
grapefruit, topped with tonic water. Served over ice.
®

95

®

virgin

cocktails
VIRGIN STRAWBERRY DAIQUIRI

55

VIRGIN MOJITO

45

Refreshing cranberry juice blended with strawberry
flavoured syrup ‘n a dash of grenadine.

Mint leaves, fresh lime ‘n lemon muddled in sugar
syrup topped with a dash of cranberry juice.

ENJOY RESPONSIBLY. NOT FOR SALE TO
PERSONS UNDER THE AGE OF 18.
Sauce Advertising 90824

